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Progress this week on the Plume



Progress this week
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● Attempted re-do of collimator gap scan at 64 GeV/c secondary mode. Collimator 

appeared to get “stuck” in fully open position (>20 mm) after large change sent 

from MCR. Motion control expert checked locally and was able to move collimator 

successfully from service building console. Ops and I tried carefully moving the 

collimator today and were successful, so it appears to be back in service.

● Ran 40 GeV/c secondary mode with collimator all the way open, tuned for 

secondary throughput efficiency and maximum 90 degree counts on NOvA target. 

Plume remained and tertiary trigger rate far lower than 64 GeV/c.



40 GeV/c secondary mode
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40 GeV/c secondary mode, tuning
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Beamline efficiency tuning NOvA target tuning



40 GeV/c secondary mode, NOvA target
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Vertically off-center due to off-momentum particles. At the time, could 
not close momentum collimator to properly tune up.



40 GeV/c secondary mode, NOvA target
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Pre-tuning, plume after ~56 spills from Mike. 4 tertiary triggers for this 
run. Does plume persist because collimator is open? Previous 
studies suggest plume goes away at 40 GeV/c with collimator at 
12.7mm



G4Beamline secondary production
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Momentum histogram of 
secondaries after MC6 target 
and fixed collimator (before any 
magnets) suggests pion yield 
increases with lower momentum. 
 Not clear why 40 GeV/c study 
experimental trigger rate was 
factor of 7 lower than 64 GeV/c.

Plot is for no cuts, no track kill, 
20k 120 GeV/c protons on target.



MCenter alignment data from Metrology
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Above is a sample of the alignment data we got from Metrology in 
global site coordinates. Key elements are missing (MC6 target, 
MC6CV momentum collimator, NOvA detector blocks).



MCenter alignment data from Metrology
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As part of scrutinizing the alignment data, I’m working on a script that plots 
beamline element positions to scale. Pictured above are work-in-progress 
elevation and plan views.

Will also compare alignment data to TRANSPORT optics simulation floor 
coordinates output and G4Beamline element placement.

Elevation view

Plan view
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Takeaway
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● 40 GeV/c study hampered by MC6CV being “stuck” all the way open.

● Tertiary trigger rate factor of 7 lower than 64 GeV/c, doesn’t agree with 

simulations*.

● Now that MC6CV is working again, we could re-do this study when beam returns. 

Close collimator down to center vertically on target. Open back up to 12.7mm, see 

if plume remains

● NOvA making progress on counting shutoff and muons in data

* What does?
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